Ellesmere College
KS3 Home Learning Pack – Our World
Welcome to ‘Our World’ home learning pack! In this pack we will be using the theme of
different countries to explore different areas of learning. The pack is split into various
sections and within each section there is a range of lessons.
Activities in each lesson vary in terms of how hard they are with activities 1 and 2 being
suitable for all, whilst for activity 3 you may need some support from another member of
your family. There are some great activities to try – we hope you enjoy them!
English
In English, we would like you to:
• Read and use both fictional and
non-fictional text
• Describe characters and locations
• Be creative in using Similies

Maths
In Maths, we would like you to:
• Use tally numbers and charts
• Identify shapes and measure
• Work on understanding time
• Work on directions and co-ordinates

Other learning
Technology:
You are going to be looking at ‘Our World Outside the UK’. Research flags and design your
own and research facts about other countries. You can design your own flag using shapes
and shape fill using a computer, or simply draw and design your own flag on paper. You
can then create a poster about a country of your choice!
PSHE:
You will look at different emotions and what they can look like on people’s faces. You will
then need to think about what makes you happy, sad or scared. Finally, you then have an
opportunity to consider how you can support yourself to change your emotions.
Understanding the World:
You will be learning about the life cycle of animals and in this lesson looking at the
difference between a butterfly and a frog life cycle. You will also explore the weather and
have a chance to be a weather reporter. Finally, you will look at the United Kingdom on a
map and the various countries that make-up the country.

Lesson 1

Introduction: We are going to be looking at ‘Our
World Outside the UK’. All countries have a flag
which belongs to them. This is the Union Jack Flag
which represents the countries of Great Britain.
Equipment:
• Pen or pencil
• Paper
• Coloured pencil crayons
• Access to the internet
Instructions for task if you have access to the internet:
The diagram on the following page shows the Union Jack which is the flag for Great
Britain. If you have access to the internet then choose 5 other countries (outside the UK)
and find out what their flags looks like.
Which ones do you prefer? Think about your own design. Now try to design your own
flag. Here are some things on the toolbar that could help you!
Insert shapes lets you add
shapes

Flood fill lets you add
Layout boxes lets you send
colour. You can also change shapes back, bring them
gradient
forward or overlap them

Instructions for task if you do not have access to the internet or computer technology:
Print or draw the shape of your own flag. Now add your designs. You will need to think of
a name for a pretend country and then design and create a flag for this. You will need to
consider the colours you use and the images and symbols you include. Write a short piece
next to your design explaining why you have designed it in that particular way.

Lesson 2:

Introduction: We are going to continue to look at ‘Our World Outside the UK’
Equipment:
• Pen or pencil
• Paper
• Coloured pencil crayons
• Access to the internet
• Access to a computer
Instructions for task if you have access to the internet and computer technology:
Choose a country outside the UK and carry out some research about that place. You will
need to find out some written facts about the place (population, currency, capital city
etc.) You will also need to find images associated with the place (map image, typical foods
eaten, landscape etc.) Present your finding in the form of either a leaflet or poster. This
can be created on the computer or hand written and hand drawn on paper.
Instructions for task if you do not have access to the internet or computer technology:
Create your own poster or leaflet on your pretend country and the one you designed a
flag for in lesson 1. You will need to include written facts about your pretend country
(population, currency, capital city etc). You will also need to draw some images associated
with your pretend country (map, landscape, costumes wore etc.)

Lesson 1: Emotions
Introduction: This lesson will be looking at different emotions and what they can look like
on people’s faces. It involves looking at pictures, symbols and using a mirror to look at
their own facial expressions. There is also a table to complete with ‘What makes me
feel…’
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Mirror
Instructions:
Emotions is the name we give for how our bodies and brain feel. Look at the faces below.
Notice how the eyebrows, eyes and mouth have moved.
Look in a mirror, can you move your face so it looks the same as these.

With someone else in your house play a game of copy-cat. Take it in turns to pull faces
and the other person copies. Can you tell each other what emotion you are showing?
2. Use the emotion pictures on the next page to help you work out how these people
might feel?
a) Thomas got a new bike for his birthday. He feels …………………………………………………..………
b) Aisha’s grandma sent her present in the post. Aisha feels ………………………………………….….
c) Hassan tried really hard on a painting, his Mum said it fantastic so she stuck it on the
fridge. Hassan feels. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
d) Sunny can hear to many people talking loudly in the supermarket and he forget his ear
defenders. He feels ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
e) Tilly ordered her favourite crisps. When the shopping was delivered her crisps did not
come, they had been swapped for a different flavour. Tilly feels………………………………..

Answers: a) happy b) surprised c) proud d) overwhelmed e) disappointed

Draw or write what make you feel these emotions?
Is this something you are ok with or would you like it to change? Why?
E.g I feel scared when I see a spider in the bathroom. I know I can ask my
parents to remove it.

Lesson 2
Introduction: ‘Recognising other people’s emotions.’
This lesson starts with an activity looking at a picture and recognising their emotions.
Then trying to look at moving faces (people in the house or on TV) and filling in a table to
record the emotions they saw.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Family members to join in.

Instructions:
The picture show scientists at work. Because everyone is different, they are all feeling
different emotions. Look at the picture can you find someone who is:
1. Surprised
2. Sad or Disappointed
Draw a circle around the face
3. Confused
and number it to match the emotion.
4. Happy
5. Excited
When you can’t see somebodies whole face it can be difficult to tell how they are feeling.
Can you work out how the man writing on the clipboard with yellow hair is feeling?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2.Now you need to look at other people in your house, on TV or in any books you might
have.
You need to look carefully and quickly at their face to see how they are feeling. People’s
faces change quickly as the muscles move.
Before you fill the table in, look back at all the different emotions from lesson one or
make a list of the emotions you remember with an adult in your house.

e.g brother

cross

Mum woke him up and he
wanted to sleep more.

Answers

5

3

1
2

4

Lesson 3
Introduction: ‘Calming down’ This lesson is all about different ways of helping your body
to calm down. Feeling worried, scared, angry or frustrated are all part of being humanbut it is good to know how to help your body get back to feeling ok and happy again.
Equipment:
• Colouring pencils or felt tips
• Window or outside space/garden
• Comfortable place to lie down
Instructions:
There are lots of activities in this lesson, they are all quick to do. However, they do not
need to be completed on the same day. Try as many as you can- you might find
something that helps your body and brain to feel calmer and happier. You can do these as
a family- they help children and adults.
Activity 1. Breathing techniques. These three breathing techniques are best to try with
and adult first.
Box breathing- adults say out loud: ‘In, 1,2,3,4. Hold,1,2,3,4. Out 1,2,3,4. Hold 1,2,3,4”
so pupils can concentrate on the breathing first, then they can progress onto counting in
their own head.

Five finger breathing.
Hold out one hand, using a finger
from the other hand touch your
wrist. Slowly draw up the side of
your thumb then back down the
other side of your thumb. Each time
you draw up a finger take a deep
breath in, when you go down blow
your breath out of your mouth.

Activity 2. Cloud spotting
Sometimes emotions can feel overwhelming or too big to cope with in a little body. This
activity helps remind you that the problem or emotion you are feeling is actually a little
thing in a big world. Sit by a window or
lie down in the garden and look up at
the sky. Watch the clouds. Are they
moving? Can you see birds or
aeroplanes? Can you hear birds? Are all
the clouds the same colour? Do any of
the clouds join together to make bigger
clouds?
Once you have watched to clouds for a
few minutes you may feel calmer.

Activity 3: Mindfulness colouring in.
Colouring in pictures with very small pieces means your brain has to concentrate so hard
on colouring, it forgets to think about the other things that you might have worrying
about before.

Activity 4: Guided meditation
For this activity you need to lie down somewhere comfortable and quiet. An adult needs
to read you the story below, your job is to close your eyes and listen. Adults: Read the
following meditation script to your child in a gentle, loving voice at a slow pace.
Magic Bubble Blower Meditation for Stress or Anxiety
Close your eyes and take in a very deep breath. Pretend your tummy is a balloon and as
you inhale, make that balloon as big as you can. Now, exhale and release it all. Let’s do
that again now… inhale fully and make the balloon any colour you want.
Now as you do this, allow your arms and legs to get as floppy as a rag doll. Just let them
get heavy and loose… all limp and relaxed. They feel so heavy it’s as if you don’t even
want to move them because they are just so very relaxed! Just allow your body to
continue relaxing while we use our imaginations to picture something wonderful!
In your mind, pretend you are pulling, a big magical bubble blower out of your pocket. It
looks like any bubble blower but this one has real magic in it. It has been small in your
pocket, but as you pull it out, you realize it becomes enormous! It’s a lot bigger than any
bubble blower you’ve ever seen.
Now, in your other hand, imagine you have a big bottle of magic bubble soap. Put the
blower into the thick magic bubble liquid…. and get it nice and wet. Now you can start to
blow through the bubble blower to make your gigantic bubble. As you do this, I want you
to put ANY WORRY or fear you have about anything…into that bubble.
Just put it all in there! Then continue blowing the bubble until you think it’s big enough.
Nod your head when you’ve done that. (Wait for nod)
As you finish, watch how a very strong friendly wind comes along and carries your worry
bubble far, far away…. it carries it so far away that you will never have to worry about
that again. It’s leaving now. Watch as it goes.
You can blow up as many bubbles as you need to with your magical bubble blower. Put
anything in there that is bothering you and watch as the wind carries the bubbles far, far
away. You can use this magic bubble blower whenever you need to… just by imagining it
in your mind. I’ll be quiet now so you can finish.
Tell me when you’re finished, and we can talk about it.
End of script.

Lesson 4
Introduction: ‘Healthy habits’ Eating a range of different foods and exercising can all help
you body stay healthy and release chemicals that make your brain feel happier. This
lesson thinks about different coloured foods and what foods you like to it.
It is also has physical activity (yoga) sequencing game the whole family can enjoy.
Equipment:
• Pencil
• Colouring pencils
• Clear space to stand with arms outstretched.
Instructions:

Activity 2: A food diary.
I would like you to draw the food you eat for one day. Colour in each food so at the end of
the day you can see how many different coloured foods you have eaten.

2. Are there any colours that are missing from your day?…………………………………………………..
3. How many portions of fruit and vegetables do Doctors say we should eat? …………………..
Why do think we should eat that many? ……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
breakfast

snack

lunch

snack

dinner

pudding or snack

Activity 3. Physical exercise- yoga.
You need a clear space on the floor to do this activity.
Choose a picture and see if you can move your body into the same position.
Once you have practised them all, cut them out and mix them around.
Put the pictures in a line(sequence) can you do each move one after the other?

Answers: beetroot, apple, cherries, cherry tomatoes, chilli, raspberries, carrots, pepper,
orange, yellow tomatoes, yellow pepper, lemon, white beans, limes, broccoli, sugar snap
peas, asparagus, green chilli, courgette, blueberries, purple beans and grapes.

Lesson 1: Life cycle
Introduction:
In this lesson you will be learning about the life cycle of animals. You will look at an insect
first (a butterfly) and then consider other animal life cycles.
Equipment: You will need pens, paper, pencils and if possible access to the internet.
Activity 1
Read the information below about the growth cycle of a butterfly. You may want to talk
to an adult or use a dictionary or the internet to look up the words highlighted in bold.
Stage
Image
The butterfly lays her egg onto a leaf

A tiny caterpillar hatches out of the egg.
At this stage the caterpillar is called a larva.
The caterpillar eats the leaf it is born on to grow. As
the caterpillar eats, it grows and soon it needs to
shed its skin as it has become too tight. It will shed
its skin several times.
When the caterpillar is fully grown it changes itself
into a chrysalis.
This process is called metamorphosis.

The caterpillar changes into a butterfly inside the
chrysalis.
When the butterfly is fully grown inside the
chrysalis, the chrysalis splits open and the butterfly
crawls out. The fully formed butterfly emerges,
dries its wings and flies off to seek a mate. The
whole process begins again!

This call a life cycle.

Some interesting facts:
• Butterflies taste with their feet.
• Butterflies live for up to 2 to 4 weeks after emerging from their chrysalis.
• Butterflies are cold blooded.
Now it’s your turn:
Cut / label and draw the life cycle of a butterfly. See if you can remember the keywords
used to describe each process.

Activity 2

1.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Activity 3:
Other animals and plants have different life-cycles. Try to complete the lifecycle of a frog.

Now think about another life cycle such as a tree, human or animal. Can you think about
differences between life cycles? (e.g. a frog and buttery lays eggs which start the lifecycle.
The start of the lifecycle in a cow happens within its body)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Lesson 2 - What is Weather?
Introduction:
In this lesson you are going to learn about the weather. The weather describes what is
happening outside with the air, sun, and rain. The three things that make up the different
parts of weather.
They are often shown as pictures:

The Sun gives us light and heat. It also helps plants to
grow. The suns rays also help things get hot and the
energy can help create electricity through solar engery.

When the air moves, you feel it as wind on your face.

Water is important to everyone’s
lives. We are made up of 60% water.
Even our bones have water in them.
When we exercise we get hot and we
loose water in the form of sweat.
We need to ensure we have enough
water each day. This can be through
drinking water, but also our food has
water in it!
Activity 1
To create apple or orange juice they sqeeze the liquid from the fruit – you can try this at
home with oranges if you want! Find three oranges and a sieve. Cut the oranges into
quarters (ask an adult for help with this). Then sqeeze the oranges using the sieve. How
much liquid did you produce – have a drink!
Activity 2
When you get up in the morning you will need to decide what clothes to wear. This will
depend on the weather! Here are some clues to help you.
Weather

What would you wear?

Here are some ideas to get you started!

Activity 3
The weather can also make you feel differently. Sometimes people feel wooried if it is a
thunderstorm. Some people feel happier when it is sunny.

Use as many decribing words and emotions as you can.

Type of weather:_______________________________________.

__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Type of weather:_______________________________________.

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Type of weather:_______________________________________.

__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Type of weather:_______________________________________.

__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Extension Activty:
Re-visit each picture of weather and write /communciate how each type of weather
would affect your day and your choices.
1.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
2.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
3.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Lesson 3: Weather and delivering a weather report
Introduction: Last lesson you looked at different types of weather and how the weather
affects your daily choices. For example: What to wear; Where to play; How you feel and
much more. In this Lesson we will be learning to describe and report on the weather.
You will start by matching or identify some weather symbols and then try describe
different types of weather. You will then be able to create your own weather report.

Activity 1

If you watch and listen to a weather forecast on the television, you will see that many
symbols are used to show you what the weather is like. Here are some symbols you might
see.

Task:

There are 2 extra words that do not match the symbols.

Which 2 words did not match the symbols?
________________________________ and __________________________.

Activity 2

Use this map of the United Kingdom to help you label the Countries onto your map.

Here are some weather symbols to help you:

Activity 3
Watch a weather report on TV with your parents. What is the weather going to do in
Leicester? Is it the same as in Scotland or Wales? Talk to an adult about the weather.

Use the worksheet below to help you write your weather report.

Lesson 4: Rules
Introduction:
In this lesson you will be looking at why we have Rules? You will learn where we have
rules and why rules are important. You will learn about Who makes the rules and happens
if you break the rules.

It is important to have rules to keep us safe. If we didn’t have rules everyone would do
whatever they wanted and there would be chaos everywhere. You probably have rules in
the classroom and in your homes or at any clubs that you belong to.

List them here:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

List them here:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Lots of places need to have rules to keep us safe. Write down who you think makes the
rules below. It could be one of these or you could choose your own answer.

Rules

Wash your hands before eating.
Throw your rubbish in the bin.
Walk in the corridor.
Keep your bedroom tidy.
Please queue on this side of the shop.
Use your manners.
Do not use your mobile phone in class.
What do you think might happen if you broke the rules.

Remember! Rules are made by our carers, teachers, managers or workplace.
If you break the rules you might:

Extension Activity:
Do NOT confuse laws with rules.
Laws are made by the Government.
The Police are there to help us to follow these laws.
Can you think of 2 laws that are made by our Government?
What do you think would happen if you broke these laws?
1.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Can you think of rules you need to follow to help you today!

